
 
866-851-2346 
www.dieselboss.com 

GPS online vehicle and fleet asset equipment tracking - 
$29.95 per month per vehicle! 

 NO Equipment Costs NO Minimum order   CANCEL any time 
"Finally!  Fleet vehicle and equipment asset management WITHOUT the up-front big 

capital expenditure." 

WOW!  - Now with a 30-day free trial for one truck to try it out!!!! 

 
Trucks | Vans | Cars 

 

 
Real-time online 
GPS inventory - 
know where your 
vehicles or 
equipment are 
right now.  Better 
dispatch 
management 
thru knowing 
where all of your 
fleet is at all 
times! (Includes 
engine idling 
reports) 

 
 

Excessive speed, 
DRIVING 
BEHAVIOR and 
driver DOT 
compliance - 
manage the safe 
driving behavior of 
your fleet and help 
avoid costly FMCSA 
compliance issues.  
CONTROL YOUR 
fuel costs by 
reducing out-of 
route miles and 
better dispatching. 

 
Real-time online 
asset tracking - 
Current route 
status and 
historical vehicle 
data shown on the 
map.  Know where 
they have been with 
time and date 
information.  
  
STATE-BY-STATE 
MILEAGE REPORTS 
MAKE IFTA FUEL 
TAX EASY! 

Web-based interface 
allows you to log in 
from any computer or 
web-enabled smart-
phone and see your 
assets.  Set up 
warnings, alerts or 
maintenance 
reminders to your 
email or text message 
your phone. 

 
Construction 

 

 
Delivery arrival 
and departure 
times - Always 
know when your 
truck loads or 
fleet service 
vehicles arrived 
and left 
locations.  

 
Power 
management / low 
battery - monitor 
for low vehicle or 
equipment 
battery status.  Can 
be wired to inform 
you of Reefer 
Trailer Faults. 

 
Automated 
odometer -  know 
the accumulated 
state mileage of 
your trucks for IFTA 
AND set up 
automatic 
maintenance 
reminders. 

Simple installation 
and small footprint 
hardware -  Installed 
WITH or WITHOUT the 
driver’s knowledge.  
OBD2 vehicle port OR 
simple 3-wire 12 volt 
methods.  (single 
“black box” mini unit 
measures only 1” x 2” 
x 3.2”)  

 
Fleet Trucks 

 

 
Boundary 
crossing - place a 
geometrical fence 
or boundary 
around your rigs 
and know when 
they cross it by 
enabling 
boundary 
warnings in your 
online account 
management 
screens. 

 
Stationary 
information - know 
when your vehicles 
are stopped and for 
how long.   
 

BETTER TIME 
MANAGEMENT 
AND FLEET 
EFFICENCY 
SAVES FUEL AND 
IMPROVES YOUR 
BUSINESS 
BOTTOM LINE! 

 

 
Standard version 
AND ruggedized 
versions. 
Miles and/or hours 
of operation 
counters and 
reports and 
schedules. 
 
QUAD-BAND 3G 
DEVICE with 

INTERNAL BACKUP 
BATTERY! 

 
(single “black box” 
mini unit measures 
only 1” x 2” x 3.2”) 

 

 

 


